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Established in 2014, Asia Pacific Pathways to Progress Foundation, Inc. is an independent 
foreign policy think tank that aims to promote peace, development, and cultural understanding 
for peoples of the Philippines and the Asia Pacific through research, international dialogue, 
and cooperation.

CHINA PROGRAM
APPFI’s original flagship program focuses on China and Philippines-China relations. The 
China Program stands on two pillars: (1) promoting better understanding among Philippine 
stakeholders of the implications of China’s emerging role in East Asia and the world, and (2) 
strengthening civil society linkages and Track Two diplomacy between these two neighboring 
countries.

REGIONAL SECURITY ARCHITECTURE PROGRAM
The Regional Security Architecture Program conducts studies and convenes dialogues 
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developments affecting Philippine and regional security. The RSA Program will be a hub 
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research projects, workshops, and conferences on current and emerging groupings and 
associations that impact on regional security, including ASEAN, the East Asia Summit, and 
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Northeast Asia and between the South China Sea and the Pacific Ocean, and the absence 
of land border issues and boundary conflicts that afflict many of our neighboring states. 
The downside includes geographic isolation, security vulnerabilities arising from long 
coastlines, and frequent natural disasters impeding the nation’s growth and development. 
This multidisciplinary program explores how the Philippines can enhance the advantages 
and minimize threats and risks arising from its maritime environment, looking towards both 
internal and external dimensions.

REGIONAL NETWORKS
From 2018, APPFI has been the Philippine member of the ASEAN Institutes for Strategic 
and International Studies.
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The Chinese Wave in The Philippines
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SUMMARY

The “Chinese Wave” that has unfolded in the Philippines comes in the form of an overwhelming 
increase in economic and social presence (capital, migrant workers, tourism).

The Chinese Wave is a result of the Philippines’ positive economic prospects, the enabling 
business environment under Duterte, and the political convenience brought about by Duterte’s 
China policy. 

China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is an added factor for the expanded economic interaction 
between the Philippines and China. Contrary to the mainstream notion that China’s BRI is mainly 
about infrastructure, the BRI actually encompasses all facets of bilateral issue-areas (policy 
coordination, trade, investment, financial integration, people-to-people ties) except defense 
and security.

While there have been greater investments and commercial interaction between the Philippines 
and China, there are apparent negative economic, social, and political implications that both 
China and the Duterte government ought to address.

The views expressed in this working paper are the author’s alone and do not necesarily constitute the position of APPFI.
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Unlike the “Korean Wave” or Hallyu that is based on the cultural export of  cuisine, entertainment 

(movies, pop music, TV dramas) and fashion, the “Chinese Wave” that has unfolded in the Philippines 

comes in the form of  an overwhelming increase in economic and social presence (capital, migrant 

workers, tourism), which some have dubbed as “The Chinese Invasion.”1 But if  history is to be any 

guide, the Chinese have since been coming to the Philippines as early as the Song Dynasty or 9th 

century AD. Presently, under President Rodrigo Duterte, the Philippine policy of  engagement with 

China has arguably resulted in economic dividends where China has become the Philippines’ largest 

investor (2018) and second largest tourist market. In 2018, data of  the Department of  Tourism (DOT) 

revealed that China had the highest rate of  increase (30 percent) of  tourist arrivals (1,059,788).2  

Overall, from 2016 to 2018, around 3 million Chinese have entered the country as tourists.3  

But despite the increased influx of  Chinese tourists into the country, the figure pales in comparison 

with that of  Thailand, which drew 10 million Chinese tourists in 2018 alone. The volume of  inbound 

tourists from China should not be surprising as China, with its burgeoning middle class, has become 

the world’s largest supplier of  outbound tourists since 2012.4 Against this backdrop, the DOT has 

set its sights on drawing 8 million tourists by 2019.5 Relatedly, the Philippine Retirement Authority 

(PRA), with the aim to attract more foreign investment, has announced an ambitious plan to absorb 

80,000 international retirees by 2020. As of  2017, most retirees were Chinese, Koreans, Taiwanese, 

Indians, Japanese, Americans, and Australians.6  

There are multiple factors that can explain the ongoing Chinese Wave in the Philippines. First, 

Chinese companies and firms want to capitalize on the Philippines’ promising economic prospects and 

market potential, with the country being one of  the fastest growing economies in Asia.7 International 

consulting firms such as Oxford Economics has reported that the Philippines is one of  the 10 

emerging markets that will dominate the economy in the next decade, while PricewaterhouseCoopers 

(PwC) forecasts that the Philippines will be 24th largest economy in the world by 2030.8  

Second, the Philippines has an enabling business environment with respect to the gambling/

casino industry. As early as 2007, under the administration of  then President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo 

(GMA), the Philippines began to project itself  as a “casino hub” by liberalizing the gambling market 

to international bidders, which is apparent in the rise of  five-star integrated casino/entertainment 

resorts such as City of  Dreams (COD) Manila, Okada Manila, Resorts World Manila, and Solaire 

Resort and Casino, making the Philippines Asia’s third most popular gambling destination after 

Macau and Singapore. Quite similarly, a few months after Duterte took office, the jurisdiction for 

issuing online gaming licenses was transferred to the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation 
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(PAGCOR) from the Cagayan Economic Zone Authority (CEZA) where online gaming operations 

were previously confined.9 This served as an impetus for the issuance of  56 Philippine Offshore 

Gaming Operations (POGO) licenses to Chinese companies situated all over the country and has led 

to an increase in gaming revenue streams for the Philippine government. 

It is important to note that in Mainland China, gambling is illegal. Article 303 of  the Criminal 

Law of  the People’s Republic of  China (PRC) states that: “Whoever, for the purpose of  profit, 

gathers people to engage in gambling, runs a gambling house or makes gambling his profession shall 

be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of  not more than three years, criminal detention or public 

surveillance and shall also be fined.”10 Moreover, even if  gambling is allowed in the Macau Special 

Administrative Region (SAR), proxy betting or online/offshore gaming has been banned since 2016 

and casino operations are strictly monitored by the Central People’s Government, especially since 

Chinese President Xi Jinping launched a comprehensive anti-corruption campaign.

These factors helped spur the rise of  gross gaming revenues (GGR) of  brick-and-mortar casinos 

in the Philippines and the number of  Chinese nationals directly (players) and indirectly (employees) 

involved with POGOs.11 Chinese POGO employment is evident in the spike in applications and 

issuances of  Alien Employment Permits (AEPs) by the Department of  Labor and Employment 

(DOLE), and Special Working Permits (SWPs) by the Department of  Justice (DOJ) through the 

Bureau of  Immigration (BI).12 For instance, in 2015-2018, 53.3 percent of  issued AEPs were given 

to Chinese nationals in the following industries: administrative and support services (e.g., POGOs) 

(35.9 percent); manufacturing (24 percent); arts and recreation (17.5 percent); and information and 

communications technology (10.6 percent).13  

As per DOLE, the number of  issued AEPs in 2016 upon Duterte’s assumption into office, 

jumped by more than 100 percent.14 Most Chinese AEP holders are concentrated in Metro Manila, 

while others are in Clark Freeport and Special Economic Zone, Subic Freeport Port Zone, Cagayan 

Economic Zone Authority, and Cagayan de Oro City.15 As for SWPs, from 2015-2017, the BI issued 

119,814 SWPs to Chinese nationals, with the bulk being handed out in 2016 (27,136) and 2017 

(75,038).16 In 2018, more than 85 percent of  SWPs were given to Chinese nationals.17 Working in 

POGOs is highly attractive to Chinese nationals, particularly for those without tertiary education, 

because of  the promising salary (₱70,000 - ₱100,000) and the simple job requirement which is 

proficiency in the Chinese language (Mandarin, Cantonese, Fukien).18 Competence in the Chinese 

language is needed because POGOs cater to the Chinese market; hence, the preference for Chinese 

nationals.19  

Third, Duterte’s China policy has been perceived by many Chinese as a sign of  a welcoming 

political environment. For real estate corporations and consultancy firms such as Ayala Land, CBRE, 
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Colliers, and Leechiu Property Consultants, the warm bilateral relations and renewed economic 

engagement between China and the Philippines have boosted business confidence and interest in 

the Philippine investment market thus prompting more Chinese firms and individuals to acquire real 

estate units.20 In fact, there is a trend that a great number of  Chinese individuals and firms desire to 

invest money overseas in order to hedge against domestic (slowing Chinese economy) and external 

uncertainties (e.g., economic tensions with the US).21 Moreover, China’s Belt and Road Initiative 

(BRI) is an added factor for the expanded economic interaction between the Philippines and China. 

Contrary to the mainstream notion that China’s BRI is mainly about infrastructure, the BRI actually 

encompasses all facets of  bilateral issue-areas (policy coordination, trade, investment, financial 

integration, people-to-people ties) except defense and security.22 Real estate consultancy firm Santos 

Knight Frank believes that the BRI will increase the Philippines’ value as a prime destination for 

business ventures and property investments.23  

The BRI gaining ground in the Philippines may also be seen in the increase of  BRI-related 

Chinese business organizations – apart from the traditional groups from China’s Fujian and 

Guangdong provinces – such as Philippine Hunan Chamber of  Commerce ( 菲律宾湖南商会 ), 

Philippine Hubei Chamber of  Commerce ( 菲律宾湖北商会 ), Philippine Zhejiang Chamber of  

Commerce ( 菲律宾浙江商会 ), Philippine Jiangsu Chamber of  Commerce ( 菲律宾江苏商会 ), 

and the Philippine Anhui Chamber of  Commerce ( 菲律宾安徽商会 ), among others.24 To avoid 

confusion, these groups should be distinguished from those that were established or are managed by 

“Old Chinese Migrants” ( 旧桥 ) or “Filipino-Chinese” ( 华人 ) such as the Federation of  Filipino-

Chinese Chambers of  Commerce and Industry ( 菲華商聯總會 ) and the Philippine Soong Ching-ling 

Foundation ( 菲律宾宋庆龄基金会 ).25 However, even in spite of  Duterte’s policy towards China, 

Chinese investments and China as an actor, continue to be controversial, viewed with suspicion, and 

tainted with political color.26  

The Upside of  the Chinese Wave

The Philippine tourism industry is one of  the major beneficiaries of  the Chinese Wave. Apart 

from the increase in tourism volume, more Chinese carriers have launched direct flights to major 

Philippine cities and tourist spots such as Cebu, Clark, and Kalibo. Colliers projects that the continued 

influx of  Chinese tourists will sustain hotel occupancy in Metro Manila to around 65 percent to 70 

percent this year.27 Apart from tourism, there is also a palpable rise in Chinese direct investment. 

A report by Santos Knight Frank notes that “[t]he Philippines is increasingly becoming a much-

sought after destination for Chinese capital, helping push the country’s infrastructure development 

and expand industrial, logistics, manufacturing, residential and tourism sectors.”28  

Between 2017 and 2018, Chinese investments constituted the largest percentage (28.3 percent) 
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of  approved FDIs in the Philippines, which registered a 2,000 percent growth rate (₱2.3 billion to 

₱50.6 billion).29 Specifically, in 2017, real estate (₱1.2 billion) and manufacturing (₱693 million) were 

the top recipients of  Chinese investment. In 2018, investments in manufacturing rose by more than 

60 times while other industries also experienced a marked increase: electricity, gas, steam, and air-

conditioning supply (424 percent), construction (460 percent), wholesale/retail trade and repair of  

motor vehicles (134 percent); accommodation and food service activities (1,176 percent); ICT (133 

percent); finance (132 percent); and administrative and support service activities (122 percent), while 

real estate still received an immense ₱776 million.30 Some prominent Chinese companies that have 

made or increased their investments in the said industries include the Bank of  China (BOC), Lenovo, 

Sinochem, carmaker BAIC, China Ocean Shipping, China CAMC Engineering, Huawei, and SAIC 

Motor, among others.31  

Of  Chinese investments in the Philippines, one of  most sensational has been the growth in 

property segments such as commercial office and residential spaces.32 This should be anticipated 

because as per Chinese international property website Juwai ( 局外 ), the Philippines has been on the 

top 15 (ranked 13th) of  the most favorite destinations of  Chinese real estate investors in 2017.33 One 

major reason in the surge of  Chinese property investments in the Philippines is the POGOs. POGOs 

have been hailed as the “unsung heroes” that took up the slack in demand in office spaces from 

the information technology and business process management (IT-BPM) sectors in Metro Manila, 

especially in Makati, the Bay Area (Paranaque and Pasay), Pasig, Las Pinas, Mandaluyong, and is 

poised to dethrone IT-BPM as the largest consumer of  office spaces in Metro Manila by yearend.34  

According to property consultancy firm Pronove Tai, apart from Metro Manila, there are 

already significant presence of  POGOs in Cebu, Laguna, and Cavite.35 Bloomberg estimates that 

there are around 100,000-200,000 Chinese nationals working in the POGO industry.36 Logically, the 

rise in demand for POGO office spaces carries with it the rise in needed residential spaces for POGO 

employees. As per Leechiu, the Chinese have already overtaken Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) as 

the top buyers in the Philippine residential market, particularly in the Bay Area, Makati, Ortigas, and 

Quezon City.37 The same is true in Cebu, Laguna, and Pampanga.38 It should be noted though that 

not all procurement of  residential units by the Chinese are related to POGOs as some are personal 

investments as was the case with Ayala.39  

In terms of  benefits to Philippine employment, some POGOs such as “Oriental Game” 

has a staff  made up of  70 percent Filipinos.40 And as per PAGCOR, POGOS are not limited to 

the “actual gaming experience,” but also include back office processes such as gaming software 

platform development, marketing strategies, customer relations, BPO services, and IT and other 

support solutions.41 Given this, jobs open to Filipinos are in the areas of  IT and gaming sectors/IT 

solutions, back office support, online casino dealers, and auxiliary jobs (e.g., logistics and support, 
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food enterprises, transportation facilities).42 Chinese speakers, on the other hand, are mainly engaged 

in customer relations and BPO services, and Filipinos (or Chinese-Filipinos) may be employed as 

long as they are proficient in Chinese.

POGOs have become a substantial source of  revenue for the Philippine government in the form 

of  the 5 percent franchise tax of  total GGR. As reported by PAGCOR, government earnings from 

POGOs amounted to ₱657 million, ₱4 billion, and ₱7.3 billion in 2016, 2017 and 2018, respectively. 

Similarly, in 2018, DOLE gained ₱700 million pesos from processing AEPs, while the BI collected 

₱1.2 billion in SWP fees. This year, PAGCOR expects that tax collection from POGOs will reach ₱8 

billion. This is apart from the ₱33 million required to set up a POGO (which include application and 

processing fees, licensing fees, security bond fees) and the new policy of  the government to withhold 

taxes from POGO employees. Overall, the estimated revenue collection from the POGO industry 

can be as much as ₱24 billion a year.43 

The growth in the number of  Chinese nationals in the country naturally comes along with it the 

culture that they bring. This is now manifest in the proliferation of  Chinese restaurants, convenience 

stores, parlors, and massage spas in areas where Chinese nationals work or reside. This is similar 

to that of  Korean presence in Baguio and in Cebu, and that of  Japanese presence in Davao City. 

Incidentally, greater Chinese presence also causes a trickle down effect on the domestic economy as 

Philippine goods and services (e.g., transportation, proliferation of  malls with digital payments such 

as WeChat Pay and Alipay) are availed of. But apart from these, the Chinese Enterprises Philippine 

Association (CEPA) records that 50 large Chinese companies operating in Manila have provided jobs 

to some 14,000 Filipinos.44 There has likewise been a commitment by China to maximize the use of  

Philippine labor in Chinese ODA-funded projects by setting up training facilities for construction 

workers.45 

Economic, Social and Political Implications of  the Chinese Wave

Pockets of  incidents and/or frequency of  media coverage are what often give rise to stereotypes 

or sweeping observations. Examples of  these include the negative Philippine perceptions of  the 

Middle East where numerous Philippine domestic workers have been abused and killed; the conflict-

ridden image of  Mindanao to the international community; the impression of  many Hongkongers 

of  the Philippines due to the prevalence of  Philippine domestic helpers in Hong Kong; and the 

substandard notion of  many Filipinos of  “Made-in-China” products. The same is true with regard 

to the prevailing Philippine views of  repeated reports of  illegal Chinese workers and businesses, and 

misbehaving Chinese nationals in the country. And as then Chinese paramount leader Deng Xiaoping 

himself  said, “If  you open the window for some fresh air, you have to expect some flies to blow in” 

( 打开窗户，新鲜空气和苍蝇就会一起进来 ). In view of  this, it can be argued that the Chinese 
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Wave has had economic, social, and political implications for the Philippines and Sino-Philippine 

relations.

Economically, the Chinese Wave in the Philippines has sparked widespread controversy due 

to the massive acquisition and occupation of  real estate units, periodic apprehensions of  improperly 

documented (canceled passports, no proper working permits/visas, overstaying Chinese nationals, 

multiple cases of  illegal businesses) and illegal POGOs/gambling operations. First, the immediate 

economic impact of  the Chinese Wave is the substantial uptick in the price of  office (by 27 percent) 

and residential units (by 15 to 65 percent) in areas in Metro Manila.46 This condition, following the law 

of  supply and demand, has forced members of  the Philippine labor force to look for cheaper rates 

elsewhere and has raised the cost of  office spaces for other industries such as IT-BPM.

Second, there has been a series of  raids and arrests, within and outside Manila, by Philippine 

law enforcement agents against Chinese nationals for involvement in illegal gambling and cyber fraud. 

A prominent example include the arrest of  over 1,200 Chinese nationals in November 2016 in Clark 

Freeport Zone for illegal gambling. On other occasions, dozens to hundreds of  Chinese nationals 

have either been arrested or deported for illegally performing blue collar jobs such as barbers/

hairstylists, cashiers, construction workers, electricians, sales clerk, waiters, welders, and other manual 

labors.47 Even China-funded infrastructure projects had presence of  Chinese workers performing 

manual labor.48 

Apart from “illegal foreign workers” or “illegal aliens,” there are also cases of  illegal businesses 

(e.g., restaurants or shops without business permits/issuing Chinese receipts, and menus and signages 

written only in Chinese) compounded by reports of  illegal mining/quarrying and money laundering.49  

The ramifications of  these for the Philippine economy are the following: forgone sources of  revenue 

for the government (tax evasion), unfair competition, loss of  economic opportunities for Philippine 

labor, and concentration risk or overreliance of  investment on a single source (e.g., POGOs).50 To 

a certain extent, the presence of  illegal aliens also has the potential of  artificially distorting the real 

estate market because as real estate units are purchased or occupied, the demand for the same will be 

inflated, which, in the first place, would not have happened if  not for the “illegal” presence.

Similar to the sizeable gambling-related Chinese presence in Sihanoukville, Cambodia, the 

Chinese Wave, in spite of  the economic gains and business opportunities generated, have coincided 

with reports of  other adverse activities involving Chinese nationals, and these have resulted in social 

costs and have left a negative impression on many Filipinos.51 Examples include gambling-related 

crimes (e.g., torture, extortion, kidnappings, suicides, homicides, murders), other criminalities (e.g., 

illegal drugs and prostitution), and unruly behaviors of  Chinese nationals (e.g., cutting lines, disrespect 

for law enforcement agents, noise pollution, sexual assault, ordinance violations).52 Because of  these, 
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most foreign nationals that have been arrested and deported have also been Chinese.53 

In particular, due to gambling, Chinese loan sharks have surfaced and have committed 

kidnappings and extortion against their fellow nationals, with Filipinos as accomplices.54 There has 

also been a case where Chinese high rollers have been targeted by Philippine kidnap-for-ransom 

(KFR) syndicates.55 This is why even members of  the Filipino-Chinese community have expressed 

objections over alleged plans to put up POGOs in Binondo (Chinatown) because such would only 

put inflationary pressures on the real estate market and lead to a rise in gambling-related crimes.56  

The political ramifications of  the Chinese Wave is evident in cases where Philippine government 

officials have been implicated in the conduct of  illegal activities for the benefit of  Chinese nationals 

and where opposition members have made political statements involving the Chinese. An example 

of  the former was when two BI deputy commissioners received bribes in exchange for the release 

of  1,200 Chinese nationals arrested inside Clark Freeport Zone in 2016 and reported unofficial 

transactions (without receipt) for the Chinese at the BI in Taguig where “quick” processing of  SWPs 

may be arranged for ₱5,000.57 Cases of  the latter include Duterte drawing flak from members of  

the opposition (and even political allies) for allegedly prioritizing Chinese nationals to the detriment 

of  Philippine labor, and Senate inquiries and legislative objections on illegal Chinese workers and 

China-related projects (e.g., Safe Philippines surveillance system project, terms of  loan of  Chinese 

development assistance, island development project). 

Likewise, a disrespectful behavior of  a Chinese national towards a Philippine law enforcement 

agent has been condemned by no less than the Vice President and lawmakers, and have likened the 

incident with the overbearing attitude of  China in the West Philippine Sea (WPS). The Vice President 

also called the presence of  Chinese workers without proper documents in the Philippines “a huge 

insult to Filipinos” while members of  the Philippine Senate have been eager to call for the shutdown 

of  “Chinese-only” businesses establishments in order to safeguard Philippine small and medium-

sized enterprises (SMEs).58 More recently, however, the influx of  Chinese tourists, in the wake of  two 

Chinese nationals caught for taking photographs of  a naval base in Parola, Palawan, have been seen 

by the Philippine security establishment as a “national security threat.”59 This, together with the other 

infractions of  Chinese nationals, have triggered calls for “POGO hubs” (or zoning) where POGO 

sites would only be allowed on designated areas.

Conclusion and Policy Considerations

The “Chinese Wave” in the Philippines is a result of  the Philippines’ positive economic 

prospects, the enabling business environment under Duterte, and the political convenience brought 

about by Duterte’s China policy. But while these have led to greater investments and commercial 
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interaction, there are apparent negative economic, social, and political implications that both China 

and the Duterte government ought to address. This is especially that there are already four traditional 

sources of  China’s unpopularity in the Philippines: China’s copycat image/substandard “Made-in-

China” goods, illegal drugs, tensions in the WPS, and international media coverage on China (e.g., 

Debt Trap Diplomacy, China Threat).60  

Although in the early 2000s, when there was an influx of  South Koreans into the Philippines, 

there were also negative media publicity about illegal Korean businesses and improperly documented 

Koreans.61 However, compared with South Korea, there are more sensitive and negative issues 

associated with China. There are three ways on how the rewards of  the Chinese Wave could duly be 

maximized, its unfavorable outcomes mitigated, and the rise of  anti-Chinese sentiment or Sinophobia 

in the Philippines prevented. 

First, issues need to be clarified so that the default attitude towards the China or the Chinese 

will not be in the negative and be outright equated with illegalities.62 For instance, there has to be 

a distinction between legal and illegal POGOS or gambling operations; there is no excuse for the 

latter but the former is a question of  policy and not of  law just as the State of  Nevada in the United 

States saw certain advantages in cultivating Las Vegas as an international casino and gambling hub. 

With regard to employment, even if  there over 2 million unemployed Filipinos, not all desire to work 

in POGOs and possess the necessary language proficiency. Similarly, with respect to construction 

workers, as per Colliers and the Philippine Chamber of  Commerce and Industry (PCCI), there is a 

shortage of  skilled labor in the Philippine construction industry.63  

In this regard, there needs to be more data gathering by the relevant government agencies 

to determine how much skilled workers the country actually needs (or needs to train) – for the 

Build Build Build Program – and how much are already in force and are available. But should 

the Senate insist on training Filipinos on Chinese proficiency to increase the competitiveness of  

Philippine labor insofar as employment in POGOs is concerned, TESDA’s [Technical Education and 

Skills Development Authority] Language Skills Institute can partner with Confucius Institutes (CI/ 

 孔子学院 ) in the Philippines. 

Second, to contain negative perceptions from spilling over and for China to be able to salvage its 

charm offensive in the Philippines, China has to understand that tapping local labor (e.g., adherence to 

amended Republic Act 8182 on hiring of  local workers) for development assistance projects is actually 

an investment in people-to-people relations which is as important as facilitating the completion of  

development projects. And to better acquaint Chinese nationals with Philippine culture and avert 

sociocultural backlashes, the Philippine government in cooperation with the Chinese government, 

may come up with a Philippine tourism/cultural handbook which can be simultaneously handed out 
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with the issuance of  Philippine visas to Chinese applicants. 

Third, for the Philippine government to ensure the legitimacy of  the present foreign (China) 

policy, maintain social order, and safeguard national security, there has to be stricter regulatory 

measures and law enforcement with regard to illegal aliens/workers, exploitative labor conditions 

(e.g., Chinese nationals working in POGOs), and foreign businesses, investments, and criminal 

activities. Citing threats to social order, Cambodia, on August 18, has decided to ban cyber gambling 

altogether.64 While this may be a valid policy option, the Philippines could adopt other measures 

to address the problems on gambling and the other unfavorable aspects of  the Chinese Wave (e.g., 

minimizing the number of  issued POGO licenses over a certain time period, zoning, and intensified 

crackdown on illegal activities). One possible issue, though, with zoning is that there might be a 

further entrenchment of  foreign presence on a certain area and further isolate foreigners (i.e., the 

Chinese) from being immersed in the mainstream Philippine society.

Unilaterally, to prevent further public antipathy to the government’s China policy, slanted 

statements by government officials (e.g., pronouncements of  Presidential Spokesperson Salvador 

Panelo and Special Envoy to China Mon Tulfo on Chinese loans and workers) should be eschewed.65  

At the same time, the Duterte government should apply better risk governance measures on local 

and national government officials who enable or are complicit in the consummation of  illicit 

Chinese activities. And in order to screen and closely monitor the nature of  foreign investments 

and activities in the country, there needs to be closer inter-agency coordination and consultations 

between the following line agencies: Bureau of  Internal Revenue (BIR), Department of  Finance 

(DOF), Department of  Foreign Affairs (DFA), DOJ/BI, DOLE, Department of  National Defense 

(DND), Department of  Trade and Industry (DTI), National Economic and Development Authority 

(NEDA), National Security Council (NSC), and PAGCOR. 

But for the government to avoid economic overdependence and avoid exposures in potential 

shifts in industrial trends going forward, there should a diversification of  sources of  investment and 

industrial priorities.66 Bilaterally and to better address threats to social order in both countries, Manila 

and Beijing should step-up law enforcement cooperation on crimes such as extortion, illegal drugs, 

human trafficking, kidnapping, money laundering, and illegal gambling (as per President Duterte’s 

Executive Order No. 13), among other nefarious activities. 
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other government agencies, particularly those related to investments and national security.
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